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table at whieh one is working. Then place a larg-e 
sheet of paste board in front of the lamp, and work m 
the shadow cast by it. 

Besides the other reasons gi ven by the editor of the 
Archiv for preferring ye110w light to red whenever 
possible (principally reasons of cOInfort to the worker), 
he prefers a yellow textile fabric to glass, because the 
former, of a lighter shade, being only semi-transparent, 
really lets through quite as little actinic light as a 
darker shade of transparent gl ass. 

ll\IPROVED CLOTH TENTERING AND PRESSING 
MACHINE. 

TRE machine illustrated is 22 ft. long, 9 ft. wide, and 
7 ft. high, and one this size is capable of doing cloth 
from 50 in. to 70 in. wide, the chains being adjusted to 
the requisite width beforehand. The cloth is fed in a 
wet or damp state at the back of the machine, it is 
taken by the needles on the links of the ten tering chain, 
and before the cloth reaches the press it is stretched 
out by the chains to it" full width, at which width it 
remains for the rellminder of its course. The links of 
the chains on each side pass close to the patt.wn and 
press plates to the front of the machine, thence 
silllilarly to the back. thence to the front, again to the 
back and thence again to the front, where we saw it 
plaited on the floor. There are thus five layers of cloth 
in the press, and in addition to the steam heated pla
ten there are two steam heated press plates, and the 
crosshead is steam heated also. By using a press cloth 
or press papers between the plates, any desired finish 
eall be obtained, as we have pointed out in onr previous 
deseription. The steam after doing duty in the steam 
cylillder and press plates is led �nto a pai� of. heaters 
plaeed convenient to the lllachme, and aIr IS blown 
through by a Roots or other blower. The heated air is 
led and allowed to play in jets between the layers of 
cloth' on each side of the steam press, greatly promoting 
the drying of the same, and a great advantage claimed 

tion, a little chloroform, a little alcohol, and a slight 
quantity of water-produced du ring the action -will 
pass over, a circumstance which has given rise to the 
hasty statement that.the fluid called. shortly, "methyl
ene," is an admixture of alcohol and chloroform. It is 
really a fluid in which the chloroform has been re
duced, but from which, unfortunately, the whole of 
the chloroform has not been removed. If those who 
criticise this misfortune would discover a me ans by 
which it could be removed, I should be really grateful, 
the addition of the chloroform being a very distinct 
addition to the danger of the aWBsthetic. Why this is 
the case I ought perhaps once more to explain. In 
some of these amesthetics of the chlorine se ries the 
radical methyl, CH" is the cause of the aWBsthesia, 
while the combining chlorine is the cause of the ex
citement and of the danger. 'fhus I found methyl 
chloride, CH,Cl, much cahner in i� action than 
methylene bichloride, CH,Cl,; and methylene calmer 
than chloroform, CH,Cl,; and chloroform calmer than 
carbon tetrachloride, CCl" in which the carbon alone 
remains as the anaJsthetic. Methylene bichloride be
ing a liquid, I fixed upon it as more manageable than 
methyl chloride, and less dangerowl than chloroform. 
As it is, it is less dangerous than chloroform, and if 
chloroform could be eompletely expunged from it, it 
would be very safe. But there is the crux. The sIllall 
addition of alcohol and (lf water (,an in no way add to 
the danger, and may be di�regarded The chloroform 
is the diabolus.-Asclepiaä. 

CHEMICAL ACTION FROM A CAPILLARY 
TUBE.* 

By R. S. DAI,E, B.A. 
TRE results obtained in the experimenb I propo�e to 

describe were the outeome of a desire to know what, 
if any, mechanical action took place where two solu
tions capable of forming a precipitate were slowly mix
ed. N ext to find the nature of �uch mechanical action, 
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3. A cold saturated solution of sodiUlll sulphate was 
pabsed into a saturated solution of barium chloride. A 
perfectly straight tube was obtained, which formed 
with great rapiditv, and was very stable. This result 
was most llnlooked for, taking into consideration the 
great density of barium sulphate. 

4. A solution of ammonium oxalate was passed into a 
solution of calcium chloride. The�e particular solu
tions were chosen because the amorphous calcium oxa
late first produced on mixing these solutions rapidly 
becomes crystalline, and the effect could not be sur
mised on mixing with a capillary tube. The usual phe
nomena took place until the tube reached the height 
of about one inch, when the amorphous calcium oxa
late suddenly changed to the crystalline variety, and 
apparently�topped the action, as no further upward 
growth took pI ace. On careful examination, however. 
of the point of the growth. a fluid was noticed to 
emerge whichhad no action on the �urrounding cal
ciUni chloride, showing that chemical action was still 
going on. Now. the upward growthhaving ceased, it 
was inevitable that tbe tube should become wider, and 
this is what really took pI ace. On another experiment 
I obtained a nearly spherical body, about half an inch 
in diameter. 

5. Action of allllllonia on ferrous sulphate.-A very 
tbick tube of ferrous oxide was formed, which I am 
able to show yon, as it is by no llleans fragile. It has 
of course been since, out of the fluid, partially convert
ed into ferrous oxide. 

6. Sodium carbonate on copper sulphate.-In this 
case a crvstalline copper carbonate was obtained of 
two shades, one a bright blue, re�elllbling azurite (if 
it be not actually that substance), and anotber a bright 
green, resembling malachite. I am able to show this 
tube. 

7. Ammonium sulphide on I"opper sulphate.-An 
action closely resembling, in lllany particulars, the 
action of amlllonia on ferrous sulphate. 

8. Sodium carbonate on calcium chloride.-The COlIl
mencement of the action was marked by the formation 
of a perfectly transparent and highly refractive sheath 
of calcium carbonate, wh ich did not show any signs 
of crystallization until about half an inch in length. 
On examination after the lapse of about twelve hours, 
a crystalliT'e tube of calcium carbonate had made its 
way to the top of tbe containing cylinder. 'I'histube 
was composed of minute but weH defined cry�tals. I 
found it illlpossible to retain it in its perfect �hape for 
inspeetion here. 

9. Sodium I"a,rbonate on barium chloride.-A verv 
similar action to that mentioned in experiment sevell, 
but at no time was a tran�parent substance noted, 
the growth being quite opaque and not palpably crys
talline. 

10. Hydrochloric acid on sodium silicate.-Here a 
well Illarked action took place, and a tube of ,dlica 
was produced, a portion of which I alll able to show. 

11. Knowing the silica produced by the action of 
amIllonium chloride on �odium silicate was lllUCh 
denser than that obtained in the previous experiment. 
I caused these substances to act on each other, and 
succeeded in obtaining a very long tube of "ilil"a 
of considerable thickness. I am able to show thi� 
also. 

12. Ferricyanide of potassiulll on ferrous sulpbate.
N otwithstanding tl).e extreme lightness of the blue pre
cipitate produced by these solutions, a perfect tube was 
obtained, which reached the surface o'f the ferrous sul
phate. 

Many experiments on the above lines will readily 
suggest themselve�, but I think I have de�cribed �uffi
cient to call attention to this, to me, novel method of 
experiment, and I lllUSt leave it to some future occa
sion to describe such others as Illay show any pe
culiarities worth noting. I purposely refrain from 
making any theoretical deductions, with the one ex
ception that it is pretty certain that these phenomena 
are inseparably connected with vortex action, the tubes 
being undoubtedly built up of a series of vortex rings. 

PROPERTIES AND CONSTITUTION OF SEA
WATER. 

By M. ANTOINE DE SAPORTA . 
by the inventors is that the cloth is always under in- and latterly, if possible, to measure it. I have made IT has been said that, without the sea, civilization Hpection, it can be seen from beginning to end, and got no attempt in the latter direction, but propose describ- could not have been developed, and the world would at easily in case it tears or gets off the hooks, whereas' ing a series of experiment� whieh have yielded some have continued barbarous. That element, from the in the ordinary tentering machine the layers of cloth very novel effects. primitive tünes of mankind, has bl'ought together the are so numerous and the machuw is so high that this is 1. Solutions of lead acetate and potassiulll dichro- peoples of the most distant countrie�, and inspired the scarcely possible. In the arrangement we are describ- mate were. allowed to travel in opposite directions ancients with tbe idea of the Infhlite. Homer believed ing, the press plates can be widened and narrowed when along a thread plaeed in the field of a micro!;cope. At in a river Oceanusj the Hindoo lllvthologians, in a liquid the machine is altered, and in order to make it work at the moment of mixing very considerable disturbance expanse, boundle�s as space. 'fhe fishertnen who set a greater or less speed, the amountof cloth fed into the took pI ace, accompanied with a whirling motion. their rude nets in the creeks of the Cycla.des were, press can be varied from about 9 in. to 2 ft., the amount This method not offering results which could be easily perhaps, the first naturalists, and the Phamician sailors of time given the pressing being the same. For serges, registered, it occurred to me to cause one solution '\;0 lIlay have been the first marine engineers. In our own etc., that require no cutting they can be finished in one flow into the other through a capillary tube or siphon. time, a11 the sciences find in the ocean either a limitless operation with this machine, and the inventors assert The apparatus used was of the simplest possible de- field of exploration or an enemy to be conquered. that for cloths that are dyed in the piece, if passed scription, consisting' of a pair of cylinders connected by Zoologists, closeted in their laboratories, endeavor to through this machine before being dyed, more luster, a capillary siphon, the effluent end of which was bent determine the beings which the dredge has brought up less creases, and better condition are obtained by the upward. One cylinder was raised slightly above the from frightful depths, while hydrographers and conprocess. other to insure a flow. I have a photograph of the structors study the currents, raise jetties, and excavate Nussey and Leachman, Leeds, England, are the general arrangement adopted. ports. The public visit the aquariums, admire the makers. -Textile 2Ifanujaet'llrer. 2. Solutions of lead acetate and potassium dichro- dikes and excavations, and appland what they see, but mate were allowed to mix in this mann er. The latter do not see all. Our purpose is to explain the researches salt was passed into the former. The eapillary siphon of the modest investigat:ors who have ocmtpied themwas charged with water, and after this had passed �elves with the chemical constitution and physieal through the heavier fluid, a series of vortex rings be- properties of sea-water. 

ME'fHYLENE. 
INTO a retort chloroform is added to pure zinc with 

a little absolute alcohol. In a short time a brisk action 
is set up, the zinc is freely acted Ilpon, and a fluid is 
distilled over at an equal temperature of 1280 Fahr. 
When the distillation ceases at that temperature the 
fluid is removed, and is again subjected to the zinc. 
'1'he result is a fluid, the boiling point of which, as 
taken by the uniform point of distillation, is 128", and 
the specific gravity of which is 1,320, compared with 
water at 1,000. The product has, consequently, a boil
ing point 140 Fahr. under chloroform, the boihng point 
of chloroform being 142' Fahr., and a specific gravity 
of 160' nnder chloroform, the weight of which is 1,480, 
taking waterat 1,000 as the standard. The vapor of 
the fluid also burns with a blue flame, in this respect 
differing from the vapor of chloroform, which extin
guishes flame. After the removal of the fluid from the 
retort in which the zinc has been, the zinc is found to 
have been acted upon in the freest manner, zinc 
chloride and oxide having resulted, the chlorine de
rived from the chloroform, and the oxygen from the 
alcohol. Whatever care may be taken in the distilla-

gan to be formed at the point of the tube. Later, one Sea-water, it is 'we11 known, when it is not muddy, is attached itself to the tube, and others to this, un- one of the clearest of all natural waters. When we walk til a tube was built upthl'ough which the potassiuIll along the shore at low tide, it is often difficult, unles!< dic�rOlnate was passed, without any chemical action we are careful, to keep from stepping into the occasional takn.lg place, to the top of the lead acetate. This action pools on the rocks, the water in the little ho11ows contl,nued until the system reached a� equilibrium. being so transparent as to be invisible. The question of Fearmg: that I could not show the experIments before 
I 

the color of this water de�erves serious examinations, the SOClety, I photographed some of them, and they and labors on the subject are not wanting. The most show exceedingly we11 the curions growths of lead chro- notable ones are those of Father Secchi. of Professor mate which were thus produced. With these two sub- Tvndall, and the more recent researches of M. 'V. Spring stances to obtain a single tube was most difficult, and and M. Soret. on.ly a series could be obtained with anything like cer- Father Secchi made his experiments in 1865. on board tamty. a pontifical cOl"vette. A number of disks, formed bv An experiment was I�ade, reversing the fluids. The stretching variously colored cloths over iron hoops, th'e same results were obtamed, though the growth was less largest twelve feet in diameter, were let down at a time stable, as the potassium dichromate being of much when the conditions of the weather were most favorable sma11er specific gravity, no support was given to the for transparency. The largest di�k, which was painted lead chromatt;l formed, al!d thus the growth continually 
I 

white, became invi�ible at the depth of about forty-two fell off the pomt of the SIphon. meters, while the sma11el' disks and a Delft plate dis-
• Lately read before the Manchester Literary ami Philosophical So- l torted by refraction, went ou t of sight at sma11er depths. 

ciety. Thedisappearance seemed to depend upon the confusion 
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